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Correlated HI and Stars in galaxies

l How did galaxies acquire and chemically enrich 
their gas? Can we use the existing optical galaxy 
mocks to build HI mocks for 21cm surveys? 

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



SDSS galaxies & Arecibo HI detections (ALFALFA)

Redshift

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



HI-to-stellar Mass Ratio (HI fraction)

Kannappan 2004 Zhang et al 2009 Li et al 2012

But current HI surveys suffer severe Malmquist bias



Biased estimator!

Correct Estimator

Malmquist bias



N galaxies in SDSS volume-limited sample, n of which 
were HI-detected, and N-n were non-detections. 

Malmquist Bias: Likelihood has two components

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



Observed HI fraction vs. expected HI Fraction

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



HI Mass function: non-detections accounted for

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)



HI Excess: Deviation of obs. HI fraction from expectation



Metallicity depends more on gas accretion than star formation rate

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)
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HI Excess should depend on large-scale environment



anti-correlation btw HI excess and      

Zu 2018 (arXiv:1808.10501)
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Cross-correlation btw red/blue galaxies and HI

HI-poor HI-rich
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Arecibo, 300 m
ALFALFA: 15,000 HI galaxies

FAST, 500 m
CRAFTS: 600,000 HI galaxies

What’s after Arecibo? 



Arecibo, 300 m
ALFALFA: 15,000 HI galaxies

What’s after Arecibo? 

0.
35

FAST, 500 m (20000 sqr deg)
CRAFTS: 600,000 HI galaxies



Correlated Black Holes & Stars in Galaxies

l What drives the  “                  Relation”? How to 
measure black hole mass from wide-field imaging 
surveys? 

McConnell & Ma 2013



R-band (w/ line)

B-band

Strong line

Weak line

Black hole mass: Reverberation Mapping
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Photometric Reverberation Mapping (PRM)

PRM forecast for LSST:

• 14-day cadence over 10 years (200 
epochs) with 1% photometric 
uncertainties.

• CIV is too weak to detect lags, but Hbeta
and Halpha lines are strong enough for 
single object detections.

• Multiply lag likelihoods to derive an 
average Blackhole mass for a sample of 
AGNs at fixed luminosity and redshift.

(JAVELIN) Zu et al. 2016https://bitbucket.org/nye17/javelin

https://bitbucket.org/nye17/javelin


NOWPAST



Clusters: Distinguishing Dark Energy vs. Modified Gravity 

Infalling galaxies

The mass profile of galaxy 
clusters can be measured via 
the deflection of photons by
gravitational lensing, or 
dynamically by the infall 
velocities of galaxies.

The two types of masses 
(lensing vs. dynamic) are 
equal in General Relativity, 
but different in modified 
gravities.

Zu et al. 2014
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LCDM + GR

Zu et al. 2014
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Cluster-Galaxy Cross-Correlation

Directly
Measured

Can be inferred from
projected correlation

Line-of-sight velocity from
Galaxy Infall Kinematics Model

Zu & Weinberg 2013



At the brink of (non)-detection...

Zu et al. 2014



Conclusions

l We can predict the HI gas fraction from the optical properties of 
SDSS galaxies while overcoming the Malmquist bias in the 
ALFALFA HI survey. The CRAFTS Survey with FAST+DESI 
will do much better.

l LSST will be a powerful machine for measuring black hole mass 
via photometric reverberation mapping.

l The synergy between DESI and LSST will provide strong 
constraints on modified gravity via the Galaxy Infall Kinematics 
test. 


